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Human astroviruses (HAstVs) are a major cause of gastroenteritis. HAstV
assembles from the structural protein VP90 and undergoes a cascade of
proteolytic cleavages. Cleavage to VP70 is required for release of immature
particles from cells, and subsequent cleavage by trypsin confers infectivity.
We used electron cryomicroscopy and icosahedral image analysis to
determine the first experimentally derived, three-dimensional structures
of an immature VP70 virion and a fully proteolyzed, infectious virion. Both
particles display T=3 icosahedral symmetry and nearly identical solid
capsid shells with diameters of ~350 Å. Globular spikes emanate from the
capsid surface, yielding an overall diameter of ~440 Å. While the immature
particles display 90 dimeric spikes, the mature capsid only displays 30
spikes, located on the icosahedral 2-fold axes. Loss of the 60 peripentonal
spikes likely plays an important role in viral infectivity. In addition,
immature HAstV bears a striking resemblance to the structure of hepatitis E
virus (HEV)-like particles, as previously predicted from structural similarity
of the crystal structure of the astrovirus spike domain with the HEV
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P-domain [Dong, J., Dong, L., Méndez, E. & Tao, Y. (2011). Crystal structure
of the human astrovirus capsid spike. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 108, 12681–
12686]. Similarities between their capsid shells and dimeric spikes and
between the sequences of their capsid proteins suggest that these viral
families are phylogenetically related and may share common assembly and
activation mechanisms.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Fig. 1. Protein organization and proteolysis. Schematic
diagram showing proteolytic processing of the HAstV
coat protein. Sites for caspase and trypsin cleavage are
indicated with open and filled arrowheads, respectively.
Trypsin cleavage of the coat protein between the
conserved (white boxes) and variable (shaded boxes)
domains is required for viral maturation. The specific
pattern of peptide products varies between serotypes. In
these experiments, we examined uncleaved particles of
HAstV-8 formed by VP70 and fully cleaved particles of
HAstV-1.
Introduction

Human astroviruses (HAstVs) are an important
cause of gastroenteritis in children, the elderly, and
immunocompromised adults. The virus was first
identified in 1975 in infants who developed diarrhea
in hospital nurseries in the United Kingdom.1,2

HAstV is a small, single-stranded, positive-sense
RNA virus with an ~6.8‐kb genome. The 5′-terminal
two-thirds of the genome [open reading frame
(ORF)-1a and ORF-1b] encodes two major nonstruc-
tural proteins, a serine protease whose structure has
been solved by X-ray crystallography3 and an RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase. The 3′-terminal one-
third of the genome (ORF-2) encodes the structural
protein VP90, which is translated as an 87‐ to 90‐kDa
capsid precursor protein. VP90 has a highly con-
servedN-terminal domain and a variable C-terminal
domain among astrovirus serotypes.
To date, eight serotypes have been identified of

which type 1 is the most prevalent, and type 8 has
been studied extensively. While their genomes are
fairly well conserved,4–6 the mature virions of
different serotypes vary somewhat in the exact size
and number of structural proteins that form the
capsid (reviewed by Krishna7). The current consen-
sus is that morphogenesis of infectious particles
relies on a series of proteolytic cleavages of the
capsid precursor protein (Fig. 1). VP90 assembles in
infected cells and undergoes C-terminal cleavages
by caspases to generate VP70 (a 70‐ to 79‐kDa
protein) for release from the cells as immature virus
particles.8 Generation of infectious particles is
dependent upon further trypsin cleavages usually
resulting in three structural proteins, VP34, VP27,
and VP25, each of which range in actual size and
name depending on the serotype.9–11 VP34 contains
the conserved N-terminal domain and is ascribed to
the capsid, while the overlapping VP27 and VP25
subunits contain the variable C-domain and are
ascribed to the viral spikes.7,12 VP25 is generated by
additional trimming at the N-terminus of VP27.11

Astroviruses were initially named for the distinc-
tive star-like appearance of their viral surface
observed in ~10% of the fecally shed viral particles
evaluated by negative-stain electron microscopy
(EM). EM ultrastructural analysis of infectious
HAstV generated in cell culture showed spherical
particles with a surface that was studded with
spikes and an external diameter of ~410 Å.13 A
recent milestone was determination of a high-
resolution X-ray structure of the P-domain of the
astrovirus spike VP25 (ordered residues 430–645).12

Similarities in sequence and domain organization of
hepatitis E virus (HEV) and HAstV enabled the
building of a homology model of HAstV.
In this study, we sought to gain direct insight into

the structure and assembly of astrovirus by electron
cryomicroscopy (cryoEM) of immature and proteo-
lytically activated particles. We examined (1) imma-
ture HAstV-8 particles composed of the 70‐kDa
intermediate protein, which has undergone caspase
but not trypsin cleavage and is therefore not
infectious, and (2) fully cleaved, mature infectious
particles of HAstV-1. The sequences of the two
strains are extremely similar, with 83% identity in
the conserved domain and 60% identity in the
variable domain. Therefore, we expect that our
three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions are repre-
sentative of the Astroviridae family. Although the
capsid shells of both immature and mature HAstVs
are nearly identical, there is a striking difference in
the apparent stoichiometry of the surface spikes.
Immature, uncleaved particles, which are strikingly
similar in appearance toHEV-like particles (HEV-lp),14
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have 90 spikes, whereas mature, cleaved particles
only display 30 spikes, all located at the icosahedral
2-fold axes. Loss of the 60 peripentonal spikes likely
plays an important role in viral infectivity.
Results and Discussion

Astrovirus particles have T=3 icosahedral
symmetry

Purification of HAstV has been very challenging,
and sufficient material was only available to
perform cryoEM once for immature HAstV-8 and
mature HAstV-1. Icosahedral image analysis of
electron cryomicrographs (Fig. 2) yielded 3D maps
at ~25 Å resolution (Fig. 3a and b). Both particles
display two concentric layers of density that
conform to T=3 icosahedral lattice symmetry. A
nearly identical inner layer forms a solid capsid shell
~45 Å thick with an outer diameter of ~350 Å. This
capsid shell has a chiseled appearance assembled
from 180 protein subunits in which trimeric facets
form a plateau (Fig. 3a and b, bottom). The trimeric
facets are in close contact across the icosahedral
2-fold (2F) symmetry axes, with depressions at
the 5-fold (5F) and 3-fold (3F) symmetry axes and a
groove across the local 2F axes. Distal from the solid
capsid shell is an outer layer of globular spike-like
densities. The spikes are ~40 Å in diameter, with a
somewhat elliptical shape, yielding an outer particle
diameter of ~440 Å. The stoichiometry suggests
that the spikes are dimers with contributions from
adjacent trimer facets (Fig. 3a, color code and
labels). Thin linker densities connect the spikes to
the capsid shells and are visible in 3D reconstruc-
tions of negatively-stained particles (Fig. S1) or
when the isosurface is lowered significantly in the
cryoEM maps. The lack of well-defined linker
density may be the result of the narrowness of the
linker, minor heterogeneity in maturation cleavage,
or wobbling of the spike head, which would
obscure the connections during icosahedral sym-
metry averaging.

Dramatic surface spike changes upon
trypsin cleavage

Although the capsid shells of both immature and
mature HAstVs are nearly identical, there is a
striking difference in the apparent stoichiometry of
the surface spikes. Immature, uncleaved particles
have 90 spikes (Fig. 3a, top). Thirty are located at
the icosahedral 2F symmetry axes, and sixty
surround the 5F vertices, centered at the local 2F
axes. Mature, cleaved particles only display 30
spikes, all located at the icosahedral 2F axes (Fig. 3b,
top). The packing of the viral proteins displays two
arrangements for the dimer interaction of the
spikes—one that places the dimer densities in
close proximity (CC dimers) and one that spans
nearly twice the distance between the contributing
subunits (AB dimers) (Fig. 3a, bottom labels). This
difference in separation may expose different
cleavage sites during maturation.

Proteolytic cleavage as a mechanism for
activation

Proteolytic cleavage is a common mechanism for
activation of both enveloped and nonenveloped
viruses, including influenza virus,15,16 coronavirus,17

rotavirus,18 reovirus,19 and alphaviruses.20 A recur-
ring theme is that cleavage triggers a conformational
change in a surface spike or other cell-attachment
domain. For astrovirus, the uncleaved, immatureT=3
particle contains 180 copies ofVP70, inwhich the viral
capsid is attributed to theN-terminal domains and the
90 spikes are attributed to dimers of the variable
C-terminal domain. Similarly, trypsin cleavage of the
immature particles produces three products, of which
we correspondingly attribute VP34 to the capsid shell
and the two different C-terminal products, VP27 and
VP25, to the spikes.
Fig. 2. Electron cryomicrographs
of frozen-hydrated samples. Imma-
ture HAstV-8 (a) and mature
HAstV-1 (b) have identical capsid
diameters, but the immature parti-
cles have substantially more surface
density. The scale bar represents
50 nm.
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction of HAstV-
8 and HAstV-1 by cryoEM and
icosahedral image analysis, and
comparison to model structures.
Surface-shaded 3D reconstructions
of (a) immature HAstV-8 and (b)
mature HAstV-1 display the same
diameters (440 Å) and T=3 icosa-
hedral symmetry. The uncleaved
HAstV-8 particles [(a) top panel]
display 90 disconnected spikes
compared to 30 on the cleaved
HAstV-1 particles [(b) top panel].
Maps truncated at a radius of 180 Å
(lower panels) display a very sim-
ilar chiseled morphology and di-
ameter of the capsid shells, which
are most likely assembled from the
conserved N-terminal domain of
VP34. The surface spikes are attrib-
uted to dimers of the VP25/VP27
variable domain. A possible scheme
for the attachment of the surface
spikes to the capsid shell is indicat-
ed on the HAstV-8 map (a) by the
paired colors of the globular spikes
(top panel) and presumed attach-
ment sites (bottom panel), with A,
B, and C subunits labeled. Symme-
try axes are indicated by symbols
on the HAstV-1 map [(b) top
panel)]. (c) T=3 HEV EM structure
(emd ID: 5173) low-pass filtered at
25 Å resolution looks remarkably
similar to the architecture of imma-
ture HAstV [(a) top panel]. The
modeled HEV backbone (PDB ID:
3IYO) was used to more clearly
visualize the capsid by generating a
25-Å‐resolution map without the
P‐domains. (d) A model of HAstV
calculated by homology with the
HEV T= 1 crystal structure12

(kindly provided by the authors).
This structure was similarly trun-
cated at 25 Å resolution for com-
parison, and generated with (top
panel) and without (bottom
panel) the spikes. The scale bar
represents 100 Å.
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SDS-PAGEsuggests that trypsin cleaves virtually all
of the VP70 molecules (Fig. S2). In addition, the 3D
reconstruction in Fig. 3b suggests that trypsin cleavage
results in release of two-thirds of the spikes in the
mature particles. However, we note that the bands of
VP27 and VP25 on SDS-PAGE gels display intensities
similar to that of VP34,10 suggesting that trypsin
cleavage might lead rather to conformational flexibil-
ity and that the products of proteolysis, or a significant
percentage of them, could remain noncovalently
attached to the capsid shell. Limitations in material
haveprecluded careful quantitative analysis to resolve
this question. However, we note that the trypsin-
treated particles in Fig. 2b have noticably less surface
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Fig. 4. Superposition of the HEV and HAstV X-ray models with native HAstV maps. The T=3 HEV model (PDB ID:
3IYO) backbone trace was docked into the 3D cryoEM density map of HAstV-8 (a), and the HAstV model from Dong
et al.12 was docked into the 3D cryoEM density map of HAstV-1 (b). The close-up view at the right shows a 20-Å‐thick
central slab of the density maps. With no scaling or translation, the maps align very well, except that the HAstV spikes
extend to a higher radius (arrow) than those of HEV. Density maps are in gray scale, and for clarity in the enlarged views,
the interior density was set to zero at a radius of 120 Å. The backbone chains are color coded by domain as defined in (a)
for HEV; S-domain (green), M-domain (blue), and P-domain (red).
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density than the particles in Fig. 2a. If the cleaved
proteins remain noncovalently associated with the
capsid shell, then one would still expect to see surface
density in the images of individual particles, even if
the polypeptides do not conform to icosahedral
symmetry. Consequently, our working hypothesis is
that trypsin cleavage leads to loss of 60 peripentonal
spikes, which confers infectivity, possibly by exposing
additional receptor binding sites on the capsid surface.

The structures of immature HAstV-8 and HEV‐lp
are remarkably similar

The size, shape, and architecture of immature
HAstV-8 are very similar to those reported for a
T=3 HEV-lp14 (Fig. 3c). In the case of HEV-lp, a T=1
X-ray crystal structure allowed detailed modeling of
the protein subunits, which led to the proposal that
the capsid is assembled from dimers around the 5F
axes and across the icosahedral 2F axes. The HEV
capsid protein is divided into three domains, defined
as the shell (S-domains), intermediate (M-domains),
and protruding densities (P-domains). Dong et al.
identified theHEVP-domain as structurally similar to
their crystal structure of the astrovirus dimer (con-
struct P2412–646), which represents most of VP25 by
DALI alignment, and from which they proposed a
phylogenetic relationship.12 They also used the HEV
T=1 X-ray structure to create a homology model of
the astrovirus core sequences (residues 82–406) and
docked their crystal structure of residues 430–645 in
place of the HEV P-domain.
Our experimental results support the proposed

relationship between HAstV and HEV. Both in silico

image of Fig.�4
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atomic models match exceedingly well with the
HAstV density maps and dock without any scaling:
the HEV-lp model into our VP70 immature structure
(Figs. 3c and 4a) and the HAstV model into our
mature structure (Figs. 3d and 4b). The similarity
reinforces the supposition that VP34 forms the
capsid shell and that VP27/VP25 complexes com-
prise the spikes. The one noticeable difference
between the structures is that the astrovirus spikes
extend to a radius greater than that of HEV-lp
(Fig. 4a, arrow). In comparison, structures from the
Caliciviridae family, many of which are also T=3
Fig. 5. HAstV protein alignment with HEV. (a) Schematic
sequences. Separations for alignment were based on the dom
C-terminal portion that is missing from the structures—by
HEV. (b) From the similarity identified from a National Cen
sequence (GenBank ID: CAA80132) was aligned to each of
proline residues in HAstV were aligned with the HEV hing
account for the greater distance from the capsid observed
orange highlights similar residues.
viruses that assemble as dimers, do not dock nearly
as well, with differences in capsid features and
orientation of their P-domains (data not shown).
Furthermore, although the conservation is low,

the top score for viral proteins from a naïve
National Center for Biotechnology Information
BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) search
of the Protein Database for the HAstV capsid
protein identified similarity with the HEV capsid
protein (E=2e−3) (Fig. 5). The sequence in the
HAstV conserved domain, amino acids 72–256, has
~21% identity with the capsid S-domain of HEV.
diagram of the HEV and HAstV (VP70) capsid protein
ains defined for HEV. The dashed boxes represent the

caspase cleavage for HAstV and by in vitro deletion for
ter for Biotechnology Information BLAST search, HAstV
the HEV domains (GenBank ID: AAA45736). A pair of
e (red ellipse), and a long spacer inserted for HAstV to
for its spike. Yellow highlights identical residues, and

image of Fig.�5
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Regions of the HAstV VP90 sequence can also be
aligned to the HEV M- and P-domains with
moderate identity (~13%) (Fig. 5b). When the
HEV capsid protein is used as the reference
sequence, the search identifies the conserved
domain from multiple astrovirus species, with the
strongest scores for bat and bovine astroviruses
(Eb1e−8). It is also interesting to note that, while
most astroviruses cause gastroenteritis in their
host, duck astrovirus causes fatal hepatitis.21
Possible similarities in assembly and activation
of HAstV and HEV

Although the astrovirus polyprotein is larger by
~120 residues, there may also be biological similar-
ities between HAstV and HEV. For instance, in vitro
assembly of expressed HEV capsid protein requires
deletion of the 52 C-terminal residues, which may be
analogous to caspase cleavage of VP90 and removal
of ~125 amino acids to generate VP70 (Fig. 1). As
there is no cell culture system currently capable of
propagating HEV, little is known about its infectiv-
ity. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to speculate that a
cleavage cascade similar to HAstV may be required
for both assembly and activation. Furthermore, by
analogy with the HEV-lp model, we may be able to
infer that the differences between the AB and CC
dimers of immature astrovirus is relevant for
assembly, in addition to activation. In the case of
HEV-lp, there is a measureable difference in the
hinge angles between the AB and CC dimers, which
may explain the similar differences observed in
HAstV. It was proposed for HEV that the flatter
angle of the CC dimers is required to make T=3
rather than T=1 particles and only happens in the
presence of RNA.14,22 The need for RNA as a
structural component may account for the inability,
to date, to assemble stable astrovirus-like particles
from expressed proteins. Both systems may provide
insights for the other.
Materials and Methods

Production and purification of HAstV-8

The astrovirus strain Yuc8 was isolated from a natural
infection and adapted to grow in Caco-2 cells.4 To
propagate the virus, we washed the cells twice with
minimal essential medium without fetal bovine serum
and inoculated them with Yuc8, previously treated with
200 μg/ml of trypsin for 1 h, followed by a 1‐h treatment
with soybean trypsin inhibitor at the same concentra-
tion. Infected cells were incubated at 37 °C and
harvested 1 day post-infection. The cells were lysed by
three freeze–thaw cycles and extracted once with an
equal volume of Genetron 113 (trichlorotrifluoroethane).
From this point, every step was carried out at 4 °C, and
solutions were maintained in an ice-water bath. The
aqueous phase obtained after centrifugation at 5000g for
30 min was pelleted via ultracentrifugation for 4 h at
85,000g (Beckman SW28 rotor). The pellet was resus-
pended in TNE buffer [50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.4), 0.1 M
NaCl, and 10 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid] and
layered onto a cesium chloride solution (1.36 g/ml). A
density gradient was formed during ultracentrifugation
for 16–18 h at 110,000g (Beckman SW50.1 rotor), and the
opalescent band corresponding to viral particles was
collected and diluted in TNE buffer. The final pellet was
isolated by ultracentrifugation of this suspension for
2.5 h at 150,000g (Beckman SW50.1 rotor), which was
resuspended in TNE buffer and stored at 4 °C. Infectiv-
ity assays and protein analysis of trypsin-treated virus
were performed to ensure the identity of the purified
particles.11

Production and purification of HAstV-1

Monolayers of a continuous line of colon carcinoma cells
(Caco-2) were infected with HAstV serotype 1 (Oxford
strain) that was initially adapted to grow in a continuous
line of monkey kidney epithelial cells (LLCMK2). Virus
propagation required the addition of trypsin (10 μg/ml,
type IX; Sigma) to the culture medium (RPMI 1640). At
48 h post-infection, cells were lysed by three freeze–thaw
cycles, and the lysates were partially purified by fluoro-
carbon extraction and differential centrifugation. The viral
pellets were solubilized in TNMC buffer [50 mM Tris–HCl
(pH 8), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, and 10 mM CaCl2].
The suspensions were then layered on a cesium chloride
density gradient (1.37 g/ml). Following isopycnic centri-
fugation, the fraction containing peak enzyme immunoas-
say activity corresponded to a density of 1.37 g/ml. This
fraction was diluted 10-fold with TNMC buffer, and viral
particles were concentrated by ultracentrifugation for 2.5 h
at 4 °C (150,000g).
Electron cryomicroscopy

Samples were prepared for cryoEM by standard
methods. In brief, 3‐μl aliquots from each viral preparation
were applied to freshly glow-discharged, holey carbon
grids, blotted to near dryness, and flash frozen in a slurry
of liquid ethane. Grids were maintained at liquid nitrogen
temperatures in a Gatan 626 cryo-holder and examined
using an FEI CM120 electron microscope (Eindhoven)
under low electron dose conditions as previously
described.23 Images were recorded on Kodak SO-163
low-density film at nominal magnifications of 35,000 or
45,000×. Micrographs with minimal astigmatism and drift
were digitized on a Zeiss microdensitometer (Z/I Imag-
ing) at a 7-μm sampling interval corresponding to 2.0 or
1.56 Å resolution at the specimen.
Image processing

Particles were digitally extracted from the micrographs
using the program X3D.24 A linear background gradient
was subtracted from the masked particle images, and the
contrast was normalized. Underfocus values were
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calculated using Robem‡ and ranged from −1.45 to
−1.85 μm. Correlation methods (PPFT) were used to derive
particle orientations, and the 3D reconstructions were
generated by Fourier–Bessel inversion.25 Initial models
were determined from 10 cycles of the Random Model
Calculation.26 Additional rounds of image processing
restricted the data search to the outer radii (r=150–230 Å),
but definition of the surface spikes did not improve. The
data setswere randomly divided into two groups of particle
images, and the two resulting maps were compared by
Fourier shell correlation analysis, fromwhich the resolution
for both HAstV-1 and HAstV-8 maps was estimated to be
~25 Å using a correlation coefficient cutoff value of 0.5. The
final 3D HAstV-8 and HAstV-1 maps were calculated from
332 (of 451) and 397 (of 583) particles, respectively, with
selection based on their correlation coefficients. The
handedness of both maps was set by matching the capsid
features to those of the HEV structure.

Alignment search

The amino acid sequences of HAstV-1 (GenBank ID:
CAA80132), HAstV-8 (GenBank ID: CAA91443), and
human HEV (GenBank ID: AAA45736) were analyzed
using the programs BLAST§ and clustalw2∥. BLAST
searches were run using the default selections and with
multiple database options [nonredundant protein se-
quences, Protein Data Bank (PDB) sequences, and Swiss
Protein sequences].

Density maps calculated from PDB models

PDB files containing full T=3 icosahedrally related
copies of the HEV (PDB ID: 3IYO14) or HAstV (kindly
provided by Dr. Yizhi Tao12) asymmetric unit (or spike-
truncated sequences) were generated using the ViperDB
utility GenerateOligomers.27 Density maps of the models
were then calculated from the PDB files with the EMAN
program28 pdb2mrc using a step‐size equivalent to the
cryoEM maps and truncated at 25 Å resolution. The HEV
cryoEMmap (emd ID: 5173) was low-pass filteredwith the
EMAN program proc3d.

Graphics

Contour levels were set to encompass the expected
volume of 180 copies of VP70 (HAstV-8), or 180 copies of
VP34 plus 60 copies of VP27, based on a protein density of
1.35 g/cm3. Figures of the maps and docking of PDB
coordinates were performed using Chimera.29
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